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The hara ter of internal ex itations is ompared for phase transitions and hemi al transitions in atomi systems. Although the temperature dependen es of some physi al parameters of atomi systems have resonan e-like
stru tures with maxima in both ases, the dependen es of the partition fun tions on the number of elementary
ex itations or the ex itation energy dier be ause of the dieren e in the numbers of intera tions that govern
the transitions. The phase hanges of ondensed rare gases are onsidered in the ase where the external pressure is small and the dieren es between phases are predominantly asso iated with dieren es in ongurations.
Important energy parameters of rare gases are determined by the attra tive part of the pairwise intera tion
potential between atoms. The statisti al analysis shows the existen e of a freezing limit temperature for
these systems, below whi h the liquid state be omes unstable. The kineti s of the de ay of su h unstable states
is analyzed in terms of the diusion of voids.
PACS: 61.20.Gy, 61.25.Bi, 61.43.Fs, 64.70.Dv

1. INTRODUCTION

A phase transition orresponds to a transition between dierent aggregate states; for a rst-order phase
transition, the internal energy of a bulk system hanges
dis ontinuously as the temperature varies and the pressure is onstant [13℄. In ontrast to this, a hemial transition, i.e., a transition between two limiting
hemi al states of a substan e, o urs throughout some
temperature range, with a shifting equilibrium ratio of
the spe ies, when ondu ted at a onstant pressure.
This prin ipal dieren e between the phase and hemi al transformations is lost for systems onsisting of a
nite number of atomsnotably, lusters [410℄. Computer simulations of phase transitions in lusters [410℄
reveal some pe uliarities of this phenomenon, in parti ular, the oexisten e of the phases throughout some
temperature range. From general onsiderations, one
an infer that this range has sharp upper and lower
bounds, whi h we may all the melting limit Tm and
the freezing limit Tf . The range between Tf and
* E-mail: smirnovor .ru

Tm an remain or shrink to zero as the number of parti les N in the luster grows very large. However in
either ase, the observable ee t of in reasing N is to

make the range of the apparent oexisten e shrink to a
single temperature Teq at whi h the free energies and
mean hemi al potentials of the two forms are equal.
Away from this temperature, the thermodynami ally
unfavored phase an be present in observable amounts
for relatively small N , but as N in reases, the unfavored phase be omes so unfavored that the amounts
or frequen ies of its appearan e be ome unobservably
small. Be ause of the observability of unfavored phases
for small systems, the transitions or phase hanges between aggregate states are very similar to those between hemi al states su h as hemi al isomers.
The study of phase transitions in lusters [410℄, espe ially fo using on their mi ros opi nature, has given
us a deepened understanding of the nature of phase
transitions for bulk systems. Analyzing the phase and
hemi al transformations in bulk systems from the miros opi standpoint, one an nd both ommon and
dierent features of these phenomena. Su h an analysis
is the goal of this paper. We are guided by the simplest
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ases for this analysis.
We ompare the solidliquid phase transition for a
system of atoms bound by a pair intera tion with the
simple hemi al transformations, ionization and dissoiation. This omparison allows us to establish the
ommon and dierent features of the phase and hemi al transitions from the mi ros opi standpoint. The
mi ros opi interpretation allows us to expand our understanding of the phase transition.
2. CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM AND
TRANSFORMATIONS

We rst onsider the simplest hemi al equilibria,
in whi h a gaseous system onsists of parti les XY at
low temperatures that disso iate into X and Y at high
temperatures, and the hemi al equilibrium therefore
has the form
XY ! X + Y:
(2:1)
For the ionization equilibrium, we use this form and
onsider X to be an ion (A+ ) and Y an ele tron (e), in
whi h ase the ionization equilibrium is
A+ + e

(2:2)

! A:

In parallel, we onsider the disso iation equilibrium, in
whi h the omposite parti les XY are dimer mole ules
and the disso iation equilibrium has the form
A+A

(2:3)

! A2 :

We use the simplest formulas for these equilibria. For
the ionization equilibrium, the number densities of ele trons Ne , ions Ni , and atoms Na are related by the Saha
equation [11; 12℄





J
Ne Ni ge gi me Te 3=2
= g 2~2 exp T ; (2:4)
Na
a
e
where me and Te are the mass and temperature of ele trons and ge , gi , and ga are the statisti al weights of
the ele tron (ge = 2), the ion, and the atom ele troni

states. Introdu ing the probabilities for an ele tron
to be free we = Ne =N or to be bound in an atom
wa = Na =N (where N = Ne + Na is the total number density of free and bound ele trons, and hen e,
we + wa = 1), we represent Saha formula (2.3) for a
quasineutral plasma with Ne = Ni as

we2
wa

= g exp





J
;
Te

(2:5)

where the statisti al weight g of free ele tron states is

1
g=
N



ge gi me Te 3=2
:
ga 2~2
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In general, the statisti al weight of free, ontinuum
states is the ratio of the typi al atomi number density
in the ondensed phase to the density of free atoms in
the gas phase, and hen e, this value is large. Therefore, the value 1= ln g is a small parameter of the theory, be ause we onsider transitions between free and
bound states; these transitions o ur in a relatively narrow range of temperatures due to a small value of this
parameter. We note that we deal with an ensemble
onsisting of a su iently large number of parti les to
allow us to negle t the u tuations.
We now determine the temperature width for this
transition. We dene the ele tron temperature for the
ionization transition Tion as the temperature for whi h
we (Tion ) = 1=2. To be pre ise, we dene the temperature range T of the transition from atoms to ele trons
and ions su h that the value we varies in this region
from 1=4 up to 3=4. Hen e, we have

2

T = TJion ln 27;

(2:7)

and a small parameter in this ase is

Tion =J = 1= ln g:

In parti ular, under onditions of Fig. 1, Eq. (2.7) gives

T=Tion = 0:3:

Using the same expressions for the probabilities of
free and bound states, we have for the disso iation equilibrium


2

wa
wm

D
;
Te

= g exp

(2:8)

where wa is the probability for an atom to be free
and wm is the probability for an atom to be bound
in the dimer mole ule; D is the disso iation energy of
the mole ule. In ontrast to the ionization equilibrium,
where the probability of ex ited atom states is small,
ex ited rotational and vibrational mole ule states are
taken into a ount in Eq. (2.8). But the stru ture of
this formula is the same as for the ionization equilibrium. Figures 1 and 2 give some examples of the ionization and disso iation equilibria. The width of the
transition between free and bound states in the temperature s ale is determined by the small parameter
1= ln g and de reases as the number density of parti les
de reases.
As a result of renormalization, we an infer from
Eq. (2.5) the respe tive partition fun tions of free and
bound ele tron states Ze and Za . For the ionization
equilibrium, we then have

Ze2
Za

(2:6)
890

= g exp





J
:
Te

(2:9)
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p=1
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of m free ele trons in this system orresponds to the
ex itation energy

Torr at room
temperature

m(J + 3Te=2)  mJ:

Na(10%) +Ar

For a large number of free and bound ele trons in
the system, i.e., m  1 and n  1, the partition fun tion Znm has a sharp maximum as a fun tion of m:
near the maximum m = m0 , it has the form

1.4
1.0
4000

5000

6000

7000

8000
T, K

The spe i heat apa ity of argon with a
sodium admixture in the temperature range of the
sodium ionization transition. The on entration of
sodium atoms is equal to 10% and the number density of argon atoms orresponds to the pressure 1 Torr
at room temperature

Znm = Z0 exp

CV =CV0

12

Torr

(m

i

m0 ) 2 ;

(2:11)

m0 = nwe ;

= 2m1

n
:
0 n m0

(2:12)

From this expression, we see that the partition fun tion
has a narrow maximum
p in the range of the number of
broken bonds m  n if m0  n, and theprelative
maximum width m=m0 tends to zero as 1= n when
the number of atoms tends to innity.

at room

8

temperature

3. CONFIGURATION EXCITATION OF A

J2

SYSTEM OF BOUND ATOMS

4

0
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h

and in a ordan e with the above relations, we have

Fig. 1.

p=1

:::
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Fig. 2. The spe i heat apa ity of iodine J2 in the
range of the disso iation transition if the iodine number density orresponds to the pressure 1 Torr at room
temperature

We obtain a orresponding relation for the disso iation
equilibrium. These formulas an be used for the analysis of statisti s of hemi al equilibria.
We now determine the partial partition fun tion for
the ionization equilibrium that orresponds to a given
number of free ele trons at a ertain temperature. An
equivalent result appears for the disso iation equilibrium. If the total number of nu lei in the system is n
and the number of ionized atoms is m, the probability
of this event is determined by the Poisson formula

Wnm = Cnm wem wan

(2:10)
where the ratio between we and wa (with we + wa = 1)
m

= Cnm wem(1

we )n

m;

is given by Eq. (2.5). The partition fun tion Znm of the
system with a given number of free and bound ele trons
is proportional to this value, and we take these values
to be identi al for simpli ity. We note that formation

It follows from the above analysis that as a fun tion of the ex itation energy, the partition fun tion is
hara terized by one maximum. In ontrast to this, the
partition fun tion for the solidliquid phase equilibrium
has two maxima, and ea h maximum orresponds to a
ertain aggregate state. Below we onsider, from this
standpoint, the solidliquid phase transition for ondensed rare gases when the intera tion between nearest
neighbors dominates. We use measured parameters of
the aggregate states of ondensed rare gases near their
triple points and onsider a ondensed rare gas as a
system of bound atoms with short-range intera tions,
i.e., assume that intera tions between nearest neighbors
give the main ontribution to the onstitutive parameters of su h systems. The redu ed parameters of ondensed rare gases are expressed through the parameters
of the pair intera tion potential of these atoms, whi h
are known well [1316℄; this information is based on the
parameters of diatomi mole ules, ondensed and dense
rare gases and ollision parameters of pairs of atoms.
Next, the lassi al hara ter of the atomi motion in
ondensed systems of Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, together with
the short-range hara ter of the intera tions of atoms
in these systems, allows us to use a s aling analysis
to express bulk parameters of these systems through
parameters of the intera tion potential of two atoms.
Simplifying this operation, we hoose the parameters
891
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Table 1.

Redu ed value

Hf us=D
Sf us
ptr V=Hf us ; 10

T

4

"sub =D
p
(0)Re3 = 2
p
sol Re3= 2
p
liq Re3 = 2
Vliq =V0

and the redu ed sublimation energy "sub of solid rare
gases is 6:40:2 per atom. For a system of bound atoms
with only the nearest-neighbor intera tions, these values are equal to 1 and 6 respe tively, whereas for a system of atoms with the LennardJones intera tions, for
whi h there is a long-range ontribution to physi al parameters of the system, the respe tive values are equal
to 0:97 and 8:41 [20℄. This shows that ondensed rare
gases are lose to systems of atoms with the intera tion
between nearest neighbors only, and the error from this
assumption is less than 10% for any parameter.
Taking real ondensed rare gases as a system of
bound atoms with a short-range intera tion (i.e., the
intera tion between nearest neighbors only), we obtain
additional information about this system on the basis
of parameters of ondensed rare gases. In parti ular,
Table 1 ontains the redu ed parameters of the phase
transition of this system near the triple point. In this
Table, Ttr and ptr are the temperature and pressure
at the triple point, Hf us and Sf us are the fusion
energy and the entropy hange per atom as a result of
the phase transition, sol and liq are the density of the
solid and liquid rare gases at the triple point, and (0)
is this value at zero temperature; the spe i volume
per atom for the solid and liquid states are denoted as
V0 and Vliq , respe tively. In addition, the equilibrium
vapor pressure p above the solid and liquid surfa es is
given by the respe tive formula

; p = pliq exp

Average quantity

Ttr =D
ptr Re3 =D; 10 3

a=Re = 1:005  0:013;

 "sol 
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Redu ed average parameters of ondensed
rare gases at the triple point [1710℄

of the pair intera tion potential of these atoms as D,
the depth of the potential well, and Re , the equilibrium distan e between atoms of the diatomi mole ule.
Adding to these parameters the atom mass m, we an
express the physi al value of any dimensioned property
through the three parameters m; Re , and D. The degree of oin iden e of the redu ed physi al parameters
for dierent rare gases then determines the a ura y of
su h a s aling law for real systems; for real rare gases,
this measure of a ura y is several per ent.
The analysis of parameters of the solid rare gases
shows a small ontribution of a long-range intera tion.
Indeed, the ratio of the distan e a between nearest
atoms in the solid rare gases at zero temperature to
the equilibrium distan e between atoms of the orresponding diatomi , averaged over all the stable rare
gases, is [1719℄

p = psol exp

òîì

 "liq 

T

;

(3:1)

where the parameters "sol and "liq hara terize the
binding energies per atom for the solid and liquid states

"ev =D
psol Re3 =D
pliq Re3 =D
"liq =D
T r =D

0:579  0:007
1:9  0:2
0:98  0:02
1:68  0:03
2:2  0:4
6:4  0:2
1:01  0:04
0:92  0:02
0:80  0:02
1:153  0:006
5:4  0:2
110  20
25  4
5:5  0:1
1:04  0:02

of this system, to within the a ura y of the thermal energy at the melting point. The parameters of Eq. (3.1)
are given in Table 1.
It follows from the data in Table 1 that the me hani al work ptr V during the phase transition of a real
rare gas near the triple point is small ompared to the
hange Hf us of the internal energy of the onstituent
atoms. This simplies the analysis and allows us to
negle t the expansion of the system of bound atoms
during the phase transition, and hen e, to treat this
pro ess as a fun tion of only one variable. Below, we
onsider the temperature range of the melting point
where the riterion

Hf us  pV

(3:2)

is satised. Here, p is the pressure on the melting urve
and V is the in rease of the spe i volume. In this
temperature range, the attra tive part of the pair intera tion potential of atoms is responsible for the behavior
of this system of atoms, and it is not ne essary to expli itly a ount for the external pressure be ause that
would be very small ompared to the attra tion for es
892
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between the intera ting atoms. This riterion is valid
under the ondition

D
p  3:
Re

(3:3)

Equation (3.1) and the data in Table 1 imply that these
riteria are valid at least at temperatures

T < T r;

(3:4)

where T r is the riti al temperature for the liquidgas
transition (see Table 1). We note that at high external
pressures, the repulsive part of the pair intera tion potential of atoms is important for the phase transition
and the me hani al work pV makes a onsiderable
ontribution to the fusion energy.
We now analyze the ex itation of a system of many
bound atoms with a pair intera tion in the ase where
the intera tion the intera tion between nearest neighbors dominates. Computer simulations of lusters,
whi h are systems of su h bonded atoms and have
ompleted shells, show the omplex hara ter of the
phase transition. At a ertain degree of ex itation,
atoms of lled shells move out of those shells to the
luster surfa e; they oat on it, albeit with somewhat
hindered motion, and then return, typi ally ex hanging roles with other atoms oming out of the surfa e
layer [21, 22℄. These transitions are easiest for the outermost shell, but are possible for others beneath, and in
some range of temperatures one an thus onstru t several alori urves [23℄, ea h des ribing the ex itation
of a parti ular shell. Evidently, when a luster be omes
very large, one an extra t the surfa e ex itation and
the bulk (internal) ex itation in this way. Although we
here draw from the experien e of phase transitions in
lusters, in order to simplify this analysis, we restri t
the further dis ussion to internal ex itations only, and
therefore onsider innite lusters or bulk systems of
bound atoms.
We note two types of ex itations in a bulk system
of bound atoms. The rst deals with the ex itation
of vibrations or phonons; this ex itation is identi al
in prin iple for the solid and liquid states, apart from
the regular hara ter of ex itations of a periodi latti e.
The ex itation of the other type, the onguration ex itation, orresponds to a hange in the atomi positions.
When this ex itation is small, it an be hara terized
by the hange in the number of va an ies inside the
rystal latti e. These va an ies result from removal
of atoms from sites of the rystal latti e to positions
outside. When the number of va an ies be omes large,
su h that neighboring va an ies border, these va an ies
transform into voids [24℄, and the energy of formation of

:::

an individual void, as well as its volume, depends on the
degree of the onguration ex itation. We assume the
ex itations of these two types to be independent and
analyze the onguration ex itation, whi h is responsible for the phase transition as a result of formation of
voids inside the system.
Considering the onguration ex itation to be unequilibrium with respe t to the thermal motion of
atoms, we use a simple model for this ex itation [25
27℄. We prepare an ex ited state as follows. In a rystal onsisting of n + v atoms, we reate v va an ies
inside by removing v atoms to the outside. Then v ,
the number of va an ies formed, hara terizes the exitation degree of this system. In the se ond stage of
the evolution, this system relaxes su h that it shrinks,
and its internal energy typi ally (but not ne essarily)
drops. We hara terize the degree of the onguration ex itation of this system by the number of voids
v, whi h oin ides with the number of interior va ant
sites. Of ourse, in ontrast to a va an y, an individual
void varies its form and volume in time; we onsider an
individual void in terms of its average form and volume.
We use statisti al parameters for ea h void, hara terizing it by a ertain energy "v of its formation and the
statisti al weight gv . Thus, we des ribe the degree of
the onguration ex itation of the system by the number of voids that are initially isolated va an ies. In this
manner, we onsider an ex itation as a gas of nonintera ting voids that are identi al on average, whereas the
parameters of an individual void depend on the degree
of ex itation.
The statisti al model under onsideration involves
averaging over atomi positions in a system of intera ting atoms. If we restri t the treatment to intera tions between nearest neighbors only, we an express
the ex itation energy through the average number of
the nearest neighbors n for any internal atom. The
mean binding energy per atom is then given by

" = Dn =2;
where D is the binding energy per individual bond and
the average volume per atom is

V

= 12V0=n ;

where the spe i volume V0 is that based on the solid
state. From this, we have

V

n"sub
=
V0
;
= V0 "sub
"
"sub "v v=n

(3:5)

where "v is the energy of formation of one elementary
void and "sub is the binding energy per atom for the
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solid state. In parti ular, this implies that for the liquid state,

"sub
V
liq  0
V "sub Hf us

= 1;

Table 2.

(3:6)

vliq =n

and Eq. (3.2) is therefore valid within the a ura y of
3%. Evidently, the error in liq is related to the a ura y of using the mean-eld approximation.
Considering the liquidsolid phase transition as a
result of the formation of voids, we onstru t the partition fun tion of a void gas as

a

;

U (vmin =n)=D
ln Z ((vmin =n)=n)

(3:7)

v 

n

Spe ifi

where "v is the energy of formation of an individual
void, gv is the statisti al weight of a void, and these
parameters depend on the parameter x = v=n. Assuming voids to be independent, we dene the energy of
the formation of an individual void as

"v = " 0 U

(3:8)

;

where U is the ee tive intera tion potential of voids,
"0 is the energy of the formation of a va an y in the
rystal as a result of removing an internal atom to the
surfa e, i.e., when v = 0 ("0 = 6 D in the ase of the
intera tion between nearest neighbors only). We take
the statisti al weight of an individual void to have the
form [26, 27℄

v
g = 1 + a ; a  1:
n

(3:9)

For the ee tive intera tion potential, we use [26, 27℄

U

v 

n

h

= "0 exp
 

= "0u nv

u(x) = exp

;





x

n
v

exp



exp
k





x

k

n i
=
v

(3.10)

;

where and k are parameters. These relations imply that as the uno upied spa e inside the system inreases, the statisti al weight per atom in reases, and
the energy of the formation of new va an ies de reases.
It then follows that the redu ed logarithm of the partition fun tion is given by

ln Z (v) = x ln(1 + ax) + ln(1 + x) +

0:13  0:01
4:8  0:2
0:31  0:01
65  15
3:3  0:2
1:3  0:1
0:39  0:02

U (vliq =n)=D

free energy, K

T

Average quantity

k

liq = 1:024  0:006;

 v"v 
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Mean parameters of ondensed rare gases
at the triple point
Value

and the statisti al average of this parameter over real
rare gases gives

Z (v) = Cnv+v gvv exp

òîì

n 

+ x ln 1 + x1 x "T0 [1 u(x)℄ ; x = nv : (3.11)

80

T

60

= T

40

20

T
0
1.00

1.05

1.10

1.15

= Tm

1.20

Redu ed spe ifi

1.25

1.30

volume

The dependen e of the spe i free energy of ondensed rare gases on the redu ed volume per one atom.
The right minimum orresponds to the liquid state; at
T = T , the liquid state be omes unstable

Fig. 3.

The use of the phase transition parameters for ondensed rare gases at their triple points together with
this expression for the partition fun tion allows us to
nd the parameters of this model [2527℄. We note
that the omplex form (3.6) of the ee tive intera tion
potential of voids is related to a bimodal form of the
partition fun tion that annot be realized at k = 1.
The parameters of this model averaged over the stable
rare gases are given in Table 2 [26, 27℄.
One an ontinue the partition fun tion of a system of bound atoms to the range of low temperatures,
where the liquid state of the bulk is a metastable aggregate state. Figure 3 shows the dependen e of the
spe i free energy

F

=

T ln Z

on the spe i volume and is based on Eqs. (3.5) and
(3.7)(3.10); the me hani al work as a result of the
894
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is the Debye fun tion; the Debye temperature D does
not onform to the s aling law. Figure 4 orresponds
to argon, for whi h we take [20, 28℄ D  90 K. The
spe i energy of the onguration ex itation is taken
as v"v =n for the liquid state and is zero for the solid
state, and therefore, the total spe i internal energy
of the liquid state is

, K

600
500

Tm

400
liquid state

T

300
200

solid state

100

Eliq = 3T d

0
20

40

60

80

100

T

120
, K

Calori urves for argon  the temperature dependen es of the internal energy of aggregate states.
The solid alori urve is given by Eq. (4.1) and the
alori urve is given by Eq. (4.3)

Fig. 4.

phase transition is negle ted in a ordan e with riteria (3.3) and (3.4). The rst (left) maxima of these
urves in Fig. 3 at low ex itation energy orresponds
to the solid state; the se ond orrespond to the liquid state. We use Eq. (3.7) for the spe i partition
fun tion and the relations between the volume per one
atom V , the spe i ex itation energy v"v =n, and the
relative number of voids v=n. It follows from Fig. 3
that below the freezing limit T = 0:36D, the liquid
maximum of the partition fun tion disappears and the
liquid state be omes unstable.
4. THE CALORIC CURVE OF CONDENSED
RARE GASES AND THE RATE OF
EQUILIBRATION

Thus, negle ting the surfa e onguration ex itation of large lusters of rare gases, we restri t our des ription to two aggregate states that orrespond to the
solid and liquid states of a bulk system. Figure 4 gives
the alori urves for these states. Ea h alori urve
is the temperature dependen e of the spe i internal
energy of the isothermal system of bound atoms. We
take the ex itation energy as a sum of the phonon ex itation energy and the onguration ex itation energy.
The phonon ontribution to the ex itation energy per
atom is given by [11℄

Eph = 3T d



D  ;
T

(4:1)

where

3 Z z3dz
d(x) = 3
x
exp(z) 1
0
x

:::

(4:2)



D  + v "v
T

n

liq

;

(4:3)

and the se ond term is absent for the solid state. Next,
the liquid alori urve terminates at the freezing limit
T where the liquid maximum of the free energy disappears (see Fig. 3). In the same manner, the solid alori
urve terminates at high temperatures in this formulation. Be ause the riti al temperature of the solid
state is su iently high su h that the me hani al work
of solidliquid transitions annot be negle ted, it would
be in orre t to dis uss the high-temperature range of
the alori urve within this framework. Be ause the
s aling law is invalid for the phonon ex itation energies, we spe i ally analyze the parameters of argon in
what follows.
We note the prin ipal dieren e in the onstru tion
of alori urves for lusters and for bulk systems. For
lusters, the oexisten e of the solid and liquid phases
is possible in some temperature range where the probability of the lo ation of a luster in ea h aggregate state
is nonnegligible. Hen e, assuming that the time intervals between transitions from one aggregate state to
another is long ompared to the observation time and
that the times required for the transitions are brief on
the same s ale, we terminate the alori urve of ea h
state at a temperature at whi h the probability of observing the luster in this state be omes small. (More
rigorously, we ould terminate where the lo al minimum in the free energy of that form disappears.) For
large lusters or a bulk system, this probability of the
observation of the unfavored phase is very, very small,
even in the vi inity of the melting point, but a typial dwell time in one phase may be long, even innite,
pre isely at the melting point, if the luster is ma ros opi . Hen e, onstru ting the alori urve in Fig. 4
for argon, we suppose the mean dwell time in the liquid
state to be su iently long. The true low-temperature
termination of the liquid alori urve means that at
even lower temperatures, the metastable liquid state
does not exist. In addition, Fig. 5 gives the spe i
volume of the argon liquid state; the argon fusion energy for the solidliquid phase transition is represented
in Fig. 6. In a ordan e with riteria (3.3)(3.5), our
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parture outside the lm is of the order l2 =Ddif , where
Ddif is the diusion oe ient of voids inside the lm.
Be ause a displa ement of voids is determined by the
inverse displa ement of atoms, the diusion oe ient
of voids is

1.6

400

 !D a2 exp

Ddif

300

Tm

200

T
50

70

90

110

130

T, K



Ea
;
T

(4:4)

(4:5)

 ;

is satised, where  is the thermal diusivity oeient.
The a tivation energy drops if the relative number
of voids drops. Evidently, the frozen temperature
(an analogue of the glassy temperature [30℄) is determined by the ondition

Z

The fusion energy for the solidliquid phase transition in argon

treatment is restri ted to a range of temperatures that
are not too high.
For a bulk system, the de ay of the liquid state below the melting point is determined by u tuations due
to nonuniformities in the void distribution. This also
o urs for small lusters. For very large lusters or bulk
systems, we negle t these u tuations, and metastable
liquid states an therefore live very long in the absen e
of external perturbations. Below the freezing limit, the
de ay of an unstable liquid state results from the diusion of voids to the boundary of the system; below, we
briey analyze this pro ess.
Be ause the diusion pro ess has an a tivation
hara ter, it slows down with a temperature de rease
and stops at su iently low temperatures. Be ause the
voids move by diusion, the rate of this pro ess depends
on the geometry of the system. We onsider atoms to
be bonded with a substratum, and bound atoms to
form a lm on the substratum surfa e. (The substratum may be another layer of the same material.) If
the lm thi kness is l, the typi al time of a void de-



where !D = D =~ is the Debye frequen y, a is the
latti e onstant, T is a urrent temperature, and Ea
is the a tivation energy for the atomi displa ement,
whi h depends on the relative number of voids or vaan ies inside the system. We assume that the heat
transport pro eeds more ee tively than the pro ess of
void diusion be ause of the a tivation hara ter of the
last pro ess, i.e., the riterion

Ar

100

Fig. 6.

òîì

Ddif
dt  1:
l2

(4:6)

Assuming the temperature variation rate dT=dt to be
onstant, we obtain from Eqs. (4.5) and (4.4) that

!D a2
exp
l2




Ea Tf2
Tf Ea dT
dt

 1;

(4:7)

where Tf is the temperature below whi h voids are
frozen, and the a tivation energy Ea  Tf orresponds
to a frozen relative number of voids.
The a tivation energy of this pro ess in reases as
the number of voids de reases. Below, we onsider this
transition in the limit in whi h the atoms form a rystal latti e, and even the nearest va an ies do not border ea h other. We take a fa e- entered ubi latti e
for the solid state of the system of bound atoms. The
transition of a va an y from one latti e site to a neighboring one is similar to the transition of an atom next
to a va an y to the va an y site. For simpli ity, we x
other atoms in the sites of the rystal latti e. To make
the transition to a neighboring site, a test atom must
over ome a barrier; from symmetry onsiderations, the
barrier height is the dieren e of the total intera tion
potentials of atoms with the test atom lo ated in a site
896
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of the rystal latti e and halfway between two neighboring va an ies. If we introdu e the pair intera tion potential of atoms U (R) at the distan e R between them,
we obtain the barrier height

Ea =

p

p

11U (a) 2U ( !2a) 4U ( 3a!) U (2a) +
p
p
3
+ 4U 2 a + 4U 25 a +
p !
 
7
+ 8U 2 a + 2U 32 a : (4.8)

We a ount for the intera tion of a transiting atom with
the nearest neighbors as it passes from the initial to the
nal atom position; a is the distan e between nearest
neighbors of the latti e.
In parti ular, we use the LennardJones intera tion
potential between atoms

U (R) = D

"


Re 12
R

2



#
Re 6
;
R

(4:9)

where Re is the equilibrium distan e between atoms for
a lassi al diatomi mole ule and D is its disso iation
energy. In this ase, we have

Ea = 9:2D:

(4:10)

For the Morse intera tion potential

U (R) = D [exp(

2 (R

Re )

)
2 exp( (R Re ))℄ (4.11)
= 6=Re (making the poten-

and the Morse parameter
tial as similar to the LennardJones one as possible),
we have

Ea = 8:2D:

(4:12)

We note that both intera tion potentials are hara terized by identi al disso iation energies D of the diatomi
mole ule and identi al se ond derivatives of the intera tion potentials at their equilibrium distan es,

U 00 (Re ) = 72=Re2:
If we restri t the intera tions to those between nearest
neighbors of the rystal latti e, then a = Re . These
results an be used to obtain an upper limit for the a tivation energy of the transition under onsideration.
The riterion of validity of Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) is
su h that neighboring voids are individual va an ies at
the rystal latti e sites, i.e., v  n=12.
We now analyze the hara ter of the frozen pro ess
under the onditions of the spe i experiment [29, 30℄,
9
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:::

when the thi kness of the argon lm on the ooper target is 0:1 m and the ooling rate is 2 K/min. In a ordan e with Eq. (4.7), voids are frozen if Ea =Tf  14.
If the de ay of an unstable state resulting from an irreversible transport of voids starts from the temperature
T = 52 K, some fra tion of the voids diuses to the
outside under the given onditions, until the a tivation
energy of the void diusion pro ess rea hes the value

Ea = 14T  5D:
Be ause this value is less than the a tivation energy
(4.10) and (4.12) for the diusion of va an ies in the
rystal, some of the voids are frozen by this ooling
pro ess. Thus, it follows from the above estimate that
a system of bound atoms is hara terized by a nonequilibrium number of voids or va an ies that are aught
and frozen at low temperatures, and this number depends on the rate of ooling of this system.

5. CONCLUSION

Although there is no dieren e in the forms of the
temperature dependen e of some physi al parameters
for systems of a nite number of bound atoms in
the ases of hemi al transformations and phase
transitions, these phenomena are dierent in prin iple
due to the dierent dependen es of the orresponding
partition fun tions on the number of elementary
ex itations or the ex itation energy. For hemi al
transformations, the partition fun tion has a sharp
maximum at the average number of ex itations at a
given temperature, and this maximum tends to innity
as the number of ex itations tends to innity. The
temperature variation leads to a smooth transition
from one hemi al state of the system to the other.
For the phase transition of a large system, when
surfa e ex itations are not important, the partition
fun tion has two maxima as a fun tion of the number
of elementary onguration ex itations; these maxima
orrespond, e.g., to the solid and the liquid. The
liquid state is hara terized by a freezing limit below
whi h the liquid maximum disappears. Quen hing
the onguration ex itations in a large system of
intera ting atoms results in a transport of voids to the
boundaries of the system or from them. The hara ter
of the void transport pro ess determines the state of
this system of bound atoms after its ooling.
This paper is supported in part by the RFBR (grant
99-02-16094) and by the National S ien e Foundation.
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